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Abstract
Mounting evidence for response shifts in quality of life (QOL) appraisal indicates the need to include
direct measurement of the appraisal process itself as a necessary part of QOL assessment. We
propose that directly assessing QOL appraisal processes will not only improve our ability to
interpret QOL scores in the traditional sense, but will also yield a deeper understanding of the
appraisal process in the attribution of and divergence in meaning. The published evidence for
response shift is reviewed, and an assessment paradigm is proposed that includes the explicit
measurement of QOL appraisal process parameters: 1) induction of a frame of reference; 2) recall
and sampling of salient experiences; 3) standards of comparison used to appraise experiences; and
4) subjective algorithm used to prioritize and combine appraisals to arrive at a QOL rating. A QOL
Appraisal Profile, which measures key appraisal processes, is introduced as an adjunct to existing
QOL scales. The proposed theoretical model, building on the Sprangers and Schwartz (1999)
model and highlighting appraisal processes, provides a fully testable theoretical treatment of QOL
and change in QOL, suggesting hypothesized causal relationships and explanatory pathways for
both cross-sectional and longitudinal QOL research.

Quality of life (QOL) assessment involves a class of measurement fundamental to many aspects of health care
planning and outcomes research. It is relevant for assessing symptoms, side effects of treatment, disease progression, satisfaction with care, quality of support services,
unmet needs, and appraisal of health and health care
options. Patient self-report is the most desirable, and
often the only way to obtain this critical information.
Thus, accurate and meaningful measures of the various
dimensions of QOL are vitally important. Here, we 1)
review evidence from the response shift literature regard-

ing different cognitive processes that influence QOL
appraisal; 2) build upon the Sprangers and Schwartz [1]
model, to develop a theoretically grounded measurement
model that addresses the phenomenology of QOL
appraisal and suggest methods of assessing this phenomenology; and 3) discuss how appraisal assessment can be
incorporated in statistical and clinical judgment models
of QOL, to provide a coherent and empirically-testable
definition of response shift.
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Reconciling inconsistent findings in QOL
research
The importance of QOL makes it critical to improve and
refine measures to understand patients' experiences of
health, illness, and treatment. Unfortunately, pervasive
paradoxical and counterintuitive findings raise questions
about what QOL measures actually assess and how scores
should be interpreted: people with severe chronic illnesses
report QOL equal or superior to less severely ill or healthy
people [2-8], and consistent disparities arise between clinical measures of health and patients' own evaluations [911]. Indeed, several studies show that health care providers and significant others tend to underestimate patients'
QOL compared with patients' evaluations [12-15]. In
short, QOL measures do not consistently distinguish
known groups, are often only weakly related to objective
criteria, and show little convergence across measurement
perspectives.
These inconsistent findings support the notion of underlying differences in the phenomenology of QOL appraisal
between people and are a function of coping with chronic
or life-threatening illness and other sources of stress [16].
Rather than reflecting lack of validity, measurement bias,
denial, or willful distortion, these phenomenological factors may reflect individual differences and intra-individual changes in internal standards, values, and meaning of
QOL [1,17]. Differences in QOL appraisal are part of
human adaptation and inherent in all QOL measurement.
QOL can mean different things to different people at different times [18,19]. Indeed, many QOL measures have
been specifically crafted to be as generic as possible to circumvent such differences (as discussed by Stewart and
Napoles-Springer [20]). In contrast, methods to detect
response shift phenomena have assessed individual differences and intra-individual changes in the meaning of
QOL. As we argue below, QOL research has much to gain
by using methods that encompass these phenomena. Theoretical and empirical work on response shifts in QOL
support the notion that differences in appraisal enter into
all self-ratings of QOL and shed light on the nature of
appraisal processes, demonstrating ways that appraisal
might be directly assessed.

Background on response shift
The concept of response shift is grounded in research on
educational training interventions [21-25] and organizational change [26]. The original definition of response
shift specified recalibration of internal standards of measurement [21-24] and reconceptualization of the meaning
of items [26]. Sprangers and Schwartz [1] added reprioritization of values as a third aspect of response shift phenomena and proposed a theoretical model (Figure 1),
revised and updated here (Figures 2, 3), to clarify and pre-
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dict changes over time in perceived QOL as a result of the
interaction of catalysts, antecedents, mechanisms, and
response shifts. Catalysts (a) refer to health states or
changes in health states, as well as other health-related
events, treatment interventions, the vicarious experience
of such events, and other events hypothesized to have an
impact upon QOL (life events). Antecedents (b) include
characteristics of the person, culture, and environment
hypothesized to influence the likelihood and type of catalysts and mechanisms of appraisal. Mechanisms (c)
encompass behavioral, cognitive, or affective processes to
accommodate changes in catalysts (initiating social comparisons, reordering goals). Response shift (d) includes
changes in the meaning of one's self-evaluation of QOL
resulting from changes in internal standards, values, or
conceptualization. This model posits a dynamic feedback
loop to explain how quality of life scores can be stabilized
despite changes in health status.
Although useful for hypothesizing relationships among
key constructs relevant to QOL assessment, the model
presents some problems of logical circularity as operationalizations of mechanisms or outcomes may be synonymous with operationalizations of response shift [27].
The model required expansion to distinguish these components from response shift and to differentiate response
shift phenomena as initial responses to catalysts from
those that reverberate or continue the process (feedback
loop). Thus, in this paper, we attempt to resolve these
problems by introducing new models incorporating constructs based on Schwartz and Sprangers' work and direct
measures of QOL appraisal processes to account for unexplained change in QOL ratings.
Recent empirical research documents the presence and
importance of response shifts in both treatment outcome
research and naturalistic longitudinal observations of
QOL. Several studies suggest that patients make significant response shifts during treatment. Sprangers and colleagues [28] found changes in internal standards for
fatigue in two subgroups of cancer patients undergoing
radiotherapy: 1) patients experiencing diminishing levels
of fatigue, and 2) patients facing early stages of adaptation
to increased levels of fatigue. Jansen and colleagues [29]
confirmed these changes in internal standards of fatigue
and documented changes over time in patients' importance weights for one toxicity (skin reactions) associated
with treatment. Multiple sclerosis patients receiving betainterferon-1b demonstrated changes in the importance of
various QOL dimensions over the course of treatment
[30]. Adang and colleagues reported that pancreas-kidney
transplant recipients retrospectively rate their pretransplant QOL lower when transplantation is successful [31].
Similary, Ahmed and colleagues reported that measures of
improvement of health status differ in prospective versus
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Figure 1 and Schwartz (1999) theoretical model of response shift and quality of life
Sprangers
Sprangers and Schwartz (1999) theoretical model of response shift and quality of life
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Figure 2 response shift effects in the Sprangers and Schwartz (1999) model using a linear regression paradigm:
Partitioning response shift effects in the Sprangers and Schwartz (1999) model using a linear regression paradigm: Accounting
for changes in Standard influences (S), Coping processes (C), and Appraisal (A) variables
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Figure 3 shift in a clinical judgment paradigm based on the Sprangers and Schwartz (1999) model:
Response
Response shift in a clinical judgment paradigm based on the Sprangers and Schwartz (1999) model: Accounting for discrepancies between changes in observed clinical status (o) and appraised quality of life

retrospective assessment [32]. Hagedoorn and colleagues
found that cancer patients who felt they were better off
than others appeared to sustain their QOL under worsening physical condition [33]. Schwartz and colleagues [34]
found that an apparently deleterious QOL effect of a psychosocial intervention was largely a function of response
shifts in internal standards and conceptualization of
QOL. Rees and colleagues found that recalibration
response shifts are more likely in the first few months after
a threatening event, that patients with more severe symptoms engage in recalibration response shifts longer than
patients with milder symptoms [35], and that considering
recalibration response shift produced a 10% increase in
estimated QOL in prostate cancer patients [35]. Thus,
intra-individual comparisons over time may not be comparable or sensitive to change unless they explicitly measure response shifts.
Response shift is also important for medical decisionmaking. Lenert, Treadwell, and Schwartz [36], using preference-assessment methods common in cost-effectiveness
analysis to investigate interactions between preferences
and health status, found that patients in poor health valued intermediate health states almost as much as nearnormal states. Conversely, patients in good health valued
intermediate states nearly as little as poor health states.

Patients in poor physical and mental health tended to recalibrate their standards for comparing health states in a
manner that downplayed current personal problems, and
small gains were more valuable to disabled than to
healthy persons. These findings are consistent with those
of Cella and colleagues that, among cancer patients, relatively small gains in function and QOL have significant
value, whereas comparable declines in status may be less
meaningful [37]. Ultimately, cost-effectiveness of medical
treatments may depend on the health status of persons
rating preferences.
In addition to influencing our approach to outcomes
measurement, response shift research also suggests reconsideration of standard QOL designs. Lepore and Eton [38]
compared the fit of two theoretical models – suppressor
and buffering models – for explaining the lack of association between physical health problems and reported QOL
in men with prostate cancer. They used the then-test to
operationalize recalibration response shift and a measure
of primary life goal changes modeled after one used by
Rapkin and Fischer [39] to assess reprioritization response
shifts. The then-test, or retrospective-pre-test design, asks
respondents to fill out the self-report measure in reference
to how they perceive themselves to have been at the pretest [17]. Thus, the then-test asks for a renewed judgment
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about their pre-test level of functioning [17]. Suppressor
analyses tested whether response shifts explained a null
relation between negative health status changes and QOL.
Buffering models examined whether the relation between
changes in sexual/urinary problems and QOL was weaker
among men who did or did not make response shifts.
These linear regression analyses produced some evidence
consistent with the buffering model. An interactive effect
suggested that response shifts moderated the association
between increases in urinary problems and changes in
QOL. Specifically, response shifts appeared to buffer men
from negative effects of declines in urinary function and
QOL. They found no evidence for the suppressor model of
response shifts. Thus, the response shift construct may
help account for individual differences in QOL among
prostate cancer patients who experience post-treatment
complications.
Other recent research examines how an explicit consideration of response shifts might elucidate an understanding
of QOL in various patient and caregiver populations.
Richards and Folkman [40] examined response shifts
among bereaved caregivers of men with AIDS from a coping perspective. Using qualitative data, they illustrated the
processes through which response shift is achieved and
maintained through meaning-based coping: marking loss,
evolving new expectations with their own positive meanings, finding meaning in the ordinary, and creating global
(deeply held core values) and situational (ordinary events
of daily life) meaning for their caregiving experience.
Evidence for response shift has also been demonstrated in
studies of the appraisal of health status. In a secondary
analysis of cross-sectional data, Daltroy and colleagues
[41] compared a measure of function based on observed
performance (the Physical Capacity Evaluation, Daltroy et
al., [42]) with a self-reported measure of disability (the
Health Assessment Questionnaire, [43]) to test several
response shift hypotheses, using stepwise linear regression and Fisher's Z transformation to compare correlation
coefficients by type of recent loss (illness, fall, pain or stiffness, or perceived decline in function). Their data were
consistent with response shift predictions. Specifically,
people recalibrate their self-assessments of functional
ability based on recent health problems. Additionally,
physical performance testing provides salient information
for subjects who have not experienced recent decline. Providing objective performance indicators can improve
agreement between observed function and self-reported
ability, perhaps by counteracting a response shift. They
propose performance measures as a universal standard to
correct for differential self-report of various subgroups.
Further, patients might be reassured by a performance test
that counteracts a response shift whereby they overesti-
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mate their disability, thereby possibly reducing health
care expenditures by anxious patients seeking reassurance.
Finally, Rapkin [44] examined how the impact of life
events on QOL were subject to reconceptualization and
reprioritization response shifts associated with changes in
personal goals in a longitudinal study of people with
AIDS. Using idiographic assessment, people were asked to
identify changes in personal goals most strongly associated with high life satisfaction. Individuals were free to
mention any goals that mattered to them. Response shifts
in self-appraised QOL were defined as discrepancies from
some expected value that could be explained by direct
measures of change in priorities associated with QOL
(that is, change in personal goals). Expected QOL values
in this study were operationalized using a regression
model, taking into account initial QOL and changes in
health status, stressful events, and coping resources. Rapkin's analysis attempted to explain discrepancies between
observed and expected change in QOL by assessing
whether people who changed their personal goals reacted
to illness and events differently from those whose goals
did not change. In statistical terms, QOL response shifts
were operationalized as statistical interaction effects, with
changes in goals amplifying or attenuating anticipated
(main) effects of disease progression, life events, or treatments on QOL. Rapkin's findings suggested four distinct
reprioritization response-shifts associated with changes in
personal goals and concerns. People's reaction to life
events and disease progression depended upon whether
and how their goals changed. Perhaps more fundamentally, these findings provide direct evidence that people's
goals and concerns continue to evolve during serious illness, perhaps up to death.
In summary, a variety of assessment methods of response
shift confirms that QOL assessment involves a subjective
process of appraisal, that individual differences in the
appraisal process can affect observed QOL scores, and that
individuals can change how they appraise QOL over time.
Work on response shift phenomena is still at an early
stage, but there is ample evidence to encourage investigators to include explicit methods for evaluating and integrating response shift phenomena in the next generation
of QOL studies. Response shift findings point to the need
for a broader QOL assessment paradigm that encompasses self-appraisal and meaning.

Definition of QOL based on appraisal
How then should one think about the appraisal of QOL?
An individual's answer to any self-evaluative question
depends upon this process. Individual differences or longitudinal changes in appraisal will affect how people
respond to QOL items. Similarly, factors that correlate
with QOL, including differences in personal circum-
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stances, stressful events, disease progression, and interventions, also depend upon the criteria individuals use to
evaluate QOL. Appraisal is a hidden facet in all
measurement of QOL, and all studies involving selfreported QOL are influenced by appraisal.
In sum, any response to a QOL item can be understood as
a function of an appraisal process. In other words, we view
QOL scores as contingent upon several key variables
related to appraisal. In order to describe QOL appraisal
adequately, we posit at least four distinct cognitive processes suggested by research on QOL response shift and
largely anticipated in Sprangers and Schwartz's original
response shift model [1]. These four processes also relate
to cognitive processes involved in formulating responses
to surveys identified by Tourangeau, Rips and Rasinski
[45]. As Jobe [46] points out, there have been a number of
variations on the four-process model. We have adopted
our operational definitions of appraisal processes to
correspond to psychological aspects of coping and adjustment intrinsically related to QOL appraisal. This is an
important distinction: Tourangeau and colleagues
emphasize psychological processes that arise in the survey
situation [45]. Alternatively, we believe that cognitive
aspects of quality of life appraisal are not merely a measurement issue, and may themselves become the focus of
clinical interventions to help patients understand and
think about their QOL in more adaptive ways.
First, QOL assessment induces a frame of reference, experiences individuals deem relevant to their response. This
frame of reference depends upon the meanings the individual attaches to questions [47], as well as demand characteristics of the testing situation. This aspect of appraisal
relates to the process of comprehension described by
Tourangeau and colleagues [45]. Individuals implicitly
understand that QOL items refer to certain aspects of their
life, although what aspects are only partly determined by
the overt item content. Questions about global wellbeing, general health, social functioning, or mood can
each invoke a range of different issues and concerns idiosyncratic to the individual.
Second, in order to respond to any item, individuals necessarily sample specific experiences within their frame of
reference. We posit a subjective sampling strategy that is
at least in part determined by the item per se and the
broader context of the QOL measure and the assessment
situation [48-51]. Tourangeau and colleagues [45] discuss
this in terms of retrieval of autobiographical information.
Third, each sampled experience is judged against relevant,
subjective standards of comparison. This represents a
special case of the answer-estimation heuristics discussed
by Tourangeau and colleagues [45]. There has been con-
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siderable interest in how medical patients make comparisons to judge their health. Such comparisons may be
based upon personal reference points [52], including
prior functioning, lost capacities, and extreme experiences
[53]. Observations of other patients, past encounters with
illness, and communication from providers may also
enter into appraisal [54,55]. Of course, individuals may
select standards in a biased fashion, leading to criteria that
are more or less demanding or strident, as Gruder [56]
pointed out in the distinction between self-enhancing and
self-evaluative comparisons.
Fourth, to arrive at a QOL score, individuals must apply
some combinatory algorithm to summarize their evaluation of relevant experiences and formulate a response
[45]. Individuals may combine their experiences in an
additive and linear fashion, using subjective salience
weights to increase or decrease the relative importance of
different experiences [48,57,58]. However, the combinatory strategy may be more complicated. The significance
of a particular experience may be determined only in contrast to other relevant experiences. Thus, individuals may
place added emphasis on recent patterns or unusual
events. Frequently repeated or continuous difficulties may
be treated as a single experience and so receive less
emphasis than if they were appraised as separate events.
It will be useful to depict these appraisal processes in more
formal terms. As noted above, the prevailing assessment
paradigm presumes that an observed QOL score at a specific time represents the sum of the latent true score plus
random error, or Qt = qt + et. Although investigators rarely
state this equation, this measurement model is the foundation for all research using QOL scales, including global
well-being or life satisfaction and specific domains. It follows from our discussion of appraisal and response shift
phenomena that there is much more to observed QOL
scores than meets the eye. To understand better the nature
of the latent variable qt, the QOL true score at time t, we
must we must "unpack" qt to specify how different
appraisal processes enter into QOL assessment. Given this
formulation, a measurement model for qt can be formally
represented in terms of information about the appraisal
processes that constrain and qualify QOL, as follows:
Equation 1 (Induction): {FRt} ⊂ {Kkt}k = 1→K
The induction of a frame of reference for QOL: A person's
frame of reference for responding to a particular QOL
scale or item is represented by the symbol {FRt}, depicted
as a set comprising one or more subsets {Kt}. These subsets can be understood as categories of experiences or
events that the individual considers relevant to that QOL
scale at that time. {Kkt} stands for the kth-specific category
at time t. In other words, Equation 1 states that the frame
of reference may be understood as a set of categories of
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experience. Any individual's QOL rating is necessarily
shaped and constrained by this frame of reference. A person thinking about QOL may consider a single category or
multiple categories of concerns, including such areas as
activities of daily living, emotional well-being, personal
growth, social roles, and interpersonal relationships. If the
frame of reference changes, we might expect the QOL
score – or at least QOL correlates – to change. For example, if someone decides that work is no longer a priority,
correlation between work-related events and QOL change
should decrease correspondingly. Thus, the true QOL
score at any given time is contingent upon {FRt}, the person's frame of reference.
Equation 2 (identification): xikt ∈ {Kkt}|Skt
Identification and sampling of specific experiences or
events within that frame of reference in making QOL
appraisals: The second equation indicates that QOL
appraisal calls upon the individual to sample experiences
from the various categories {Kkt} that make up his/her
frame of reference (from Equation 1). xikt represents the ith
experience from the kth category at time t. These experiences are sampled according to a strategy Skt, represented
as a constraint in this model. In other words, individuals
consider specific experiences sampled from categories
within their frames of reference and determined or constrained by some way of thinking that leads them to pay
attention to some things and not others. Again, QOL true
scores are contingent upon this identification process.
Even if the frame of reference remains constant, sampling
different experiences may lead to different ratings of QOL.
Although the specific experiences individuals consider
may change over assessment occasions, the strategy they
use to recall or "sample" experiences must be articulated.
For example, paying attention to "recent instances of
pain" could lead to different ratings than considering
"times when pain interfered with my activities".
Equation 3 (evaluation): [At] = [Xt] - [Ot]|Rt
Evaluation of sampled events or experiences against some
standard of comparison: The third equation includes all
the experiences an individual considers at time t (all of the
xikt from Equation 2), arrayed in a one-dimensional vector
[Xt]. Each experience is compared with some optimal situation or desired outcome according to the individual's
standards of comparison at time t. These standards are
represented as a vector [Ot], which is the same dimension
as [Xt]. Just as experiences are sampled according to a specific strategy (indicated by Skt in Equation 2), standards
for desired outcomes are derived relative to specific reference groups or external criteria, indicated as Rt. The difference between [Xt] and [Ot] yields a vector of appraisals of
each experience under consideration at that time, [At].
Equation 3 makes it explicit that appraisal of the experiences related to QOL depends on standards that may be
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subject to change. For example, recent pain experiences
might be compared to "the worst pain I ever had" or to
"what my doctor told me to expect" or "how I wish things
were". Clearly, QOL true scores are necessarily contingent
on the standards an individual invokes.
Equation 4 (combination): qt = [Wt]'[At]
Combination of evaluations into a summary appraisal of
QOL: The fourth and final equation indicates that the
QOL true score is the point product of the vector of
appraisals [At] premultiplied by a (transposed) vector of
the same dimension [Wt]'. [Wt] consists of the weights
needed to combine appraisals across experiences. In other
words, these weights represent a combinatory algorithm
that dictates the relative impact or importance of specific
experiences on QOL at time t. Equation 4 shows that any
QOL rating is based on an amalgam of appraisals of different experiences that depends upon weights by their
importance at a given time. For instance, a patient may
give greater importance to recent instances when pain
medications failed to provide relief, or on new sensations
or locations.

In sum, this measurement model addresses the fact that
QOL ratings are not intrinsically meaningful and can only
be accurately understood through an underlying appraisal
process. These four equations represent an attempt to
identify and organize psychological processes involved in
QOL appraisal to yield a definition of qt as a contingent
construct. The QOL true score is depicted as a direct function of weighted judgments of experiences in equation 4.
This vector of experiences is identified according to equation 2 and evaluated according to equation 3. Available
experiences are determined by the frame of reference in
equation 1. This formulation allows us to specify this
process in more precise terms. Thus, rather than speak of
a true score in an absolute sense, QOL measures yield an
estimation of qt|{FRt}, Skt, Rt, [Wt], or the true QOL score
at a given point in time, contingent upon the individual's
particular frame of reference, the ways that s/he identified
and sampled relevant experiences, the reference groups
and standards considered in evaluating those experiences,
and the relative importance of each experience.

Measurement of appraisal constructs
As noted in our review of the response shift literature,
many different approaches have been used to measure
these appraisal constructs. This new measurement model
conforms best with direct idiographic approaches that ask
people to identify areas of concern, and then to sample,
evaluate and prioritize salient experiences in those areas
[59-61]. Such approaches literally ask individuals to
"write" their own QOL items at each point of assessment.
Although these techniques provide very rich data, they can
be quite unwieldy to use and difficult to score. As an alter-
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native, we have tried to develop more conventional selfreport methods that directly assess parameters in the
appraisal model. Such assessment is necessary to account
for the effects of appraisal in QOL research, as we discuss
below.
Appendix 1 (see Additional file: 1) provides the longitudinal version of the QOL Appraisal Profile (QOLAP) that we
have developed to assess each of the appraisal parameters
in this model. The QOLAP is designed to be used as an
adjunct to standard QOL measures. Instructions presume
that patients have just completed one or several such
measures. The first item, based on questions used by Wernicke and colleagues [62], asks respondents to provide
their perspective on quality of life. Items 2 through 7 are
based on Rapkin and colleagues [44,61] assessment of
personal goals. Item 8 asks people to highlight which of
their personal goals (if any) were on their minds when
they responded to QOL measures during the preceding
portion of the interview. Together, these two sections provide a broad assay of an individual's frame of reference.
Responses to these items are coded to identify the specific
life domains and developmental themes of current concern to respondents. Occurrence of different codes can be
tallied across different responses, to determine the range
and variety of concerns mentioned. For example, an individual's goals may all pertain to health or family or mood,
or they may pertain to multiple concerns.
Items 9a-9n are face valid questions, written to capture
different implicit strategies people use to sample experiences. Items focus on the window of time patients may
have considered, positive or negative aspects of experiences that may have made them stand out, clinically relevant features, as well as perceived demand characteristics
of the interview situation. Similarly, Items 10a-10i provide a face valid assessment of possible comparison
groups respondents may consider in rating their QOL.
Following Suls and Miller's [63] classic work on social
comparison theory, we tried to identify both historical
and social reference groups that would provide for both
self-critical and self-enhancing evaluations.
Item 11 provides a modified semantic differential to
assess factors that respondents may use in weighing or prioritizing experience. Following Schwartz et al., [64] discussion of weights for individualized Quality-Adjusted
Life Years (QALYs), we viewed the notion of "importance"
as a multidimensional construct that may be related to
several features of experience. For one individual, an
unexpected event or experience may seem most important
while others may be more concerned with typical or
enduring problems. Importance may or may not be associated with other people's priorities. Positive events may
receive greater, lesser or the same weight as negative
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events. This set of items tap these different possibilities by
asking individuals to reflect on the factors that mattered
most in their responses to the preceding QOL items.
Items 12a-12b represent a standard use of the retrospective pre-test [22,65,66]. This follow-up version of the
QOLAP presumes that item 12a alone was asked at baseline. As we shall discuss below, studies of response shift
have focused on the discrepancy between the original
answer to 12a (QOL rating obtained at the time of prior
assessment) and 12b (the retrospective rating of QOL at
the time of prior assessment, obtained at the current
assessment). Item 12c is included to help gauge, recall
effects. Finally, item 12d gives respondent an opportunity
to reflect on discrepancies in their answers, to provide
insight into how their criteria for appraising QOL have
changed over time. This is similar to approaches used in
cognitive interviewing [46,67]. Although we expect that
responses to item 12d will be particularly related to
changes in standards of comparison, it is possible that the
reasons given for discrepant ratings may reflect changes in
the meaning of the term "overall health" (frame of reference) or the salience of different experiences.
Finally, items 13 and 14 of this follow-up measure ask
people to consider their original verbatim responses to
items 1–7 from the prior time of measurement. As item 13
demonstrates, it is entirely possible that people may use
slightly different language to express similar concerns
from time to time. People may also inadvertently omit
concerns that were mentioned previously. We want to rule
out these possibilities before assessing change in goal content. Finally, Item 14 asks people to reconcile earlier and
later statements concerning QOL, as a way of assessing
how their definitions may have changed over time.
At the present time, we are gathering QOLAP follow-up
data from a cohort of Medicaid HIV/AIDS patients. This is
an ideal sample to evaluate this measure, including an
ethnically diverse mix of asymptomatic and symptomatic
patients, all of whom are lower socioeconomic status, and
approximately 50% with a significant history of substance
use. Interviews are being administered in both English
and Spanish. To date, over 200 patients have completed
the baseline portion of the interview (Items 1–11 and
12a), in an average of 15–20 minutes. We anticipate reinterviewing 70–80% of this sample at six-month followup. Follow-up interviews are necessary to address our primary concern, the impact of response shift on the measurement of QOL outcomes.

Appraisal and response shift in the regression
paradigm
In linear regression and all related approaches (e.g., SEM,
HLM, GEE), the goal is to account for variance in change
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of QOL using a variety of different predictors. The model
in Figure 2 includes several different families of hypothetical relationships that are frequently considered in QOL
research, and shows how they are related to appraisal and
response shift. It will be useful to consider each set of relationships in turn.
We refer to the first family of relationships as the "standard" QOL research model, whose primary hypothesis is
that catalysts (e.g., changes in health, treatment, life
events) are directly related to QOL (S1). Negative catalysts
are related to lower QOL and positive catalysts to higher
QOL. The effects of antecedents (e.g., demographic factors, personality, cultural, and historical influences) on
QOL are mediated through catalysts (S2). For example,
poverty may cause more negative life events leading to
worse QOL. Antecedents may also be controlled as exogenous covariates (S3).
The second family of hypotheses involves coping mechanisms. First, catalysts are hypothesized to encourage or
disrupt coping mechanisms (C1). There may also be
hypothesized differences in coping associated with background variables (C2). Mechanisms of problem-focused
coping that reduce the impact of catalysts on QOL are
included as moderators or buffering effects (C3). Note that
taking into account the direct, indirect, and moderator
effects of catalysts, antecedents, and coping mechanisms
on QOL effectively controls all of these variables, making
it possible to isolate effects associated with appraisal in
later steps of the model. For this reason, we have partitioned Change in QOL to distinguish variance associated
with standard predictors such as overt health status and
treatment from residual variance that remains after these
familiar variables are controlled.
Our third family of hypothesized relationships concerns
appraisal processes. The path from mechanisms to
appraisal (A3) indicates that coping mechanisms can lead
to changes in the appraisal of QOL. However, catalysts
(A1) or antecedent variables (A2) can also influence
appraisal. Regardless of their cause, changes in appraisal
may affect QOL ratings directly ("direct response shift"
path) or by attenuating the impact of catalysts ("moderated response shift" path).
These different paths serve to demonstrate important distinctions and relationships among three broad constructs:
coping, appraisal, and response shift. Emotion-focused
coping represents cognitive behavior that individuals
engage in intentionally, directed at changing the way that
they understand QOL (or threats to QOL). Appraisal constructs represent the content of what an individual considers relevant to their QOL. For example, people may
attempt to cope by reordering their goals. Appraisal
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assessment would explicitly describe how those goals
have changed. However, changes in appraisal need not
depend on intentional efforts to cope. Rather, such
changes may be due to other mechanisms including
habituation, trauma, or socialization to patient status.
In the context of a regression paradigm, response shift
may be operationally defined in terms of residual variance
in the QOL change score that can be explained by changes
in appraisal, after taking into account standard influences.
These changes in appraisal may be due to coping or other
processes. Different appraisal parameters map to the different types of response shift identified by Schwartz and
Sprangers [1]:
ź changes in the frame of reference relate to reconceptualization;
ź changes in strategies for sampling experience within
one's frame of reference deemed relevant to rating QOL as
well as changes in the factors that determine the relative
salience of different experiences relate to reprioritization;
ź changes in standards of comparison for evaluating one's
experience relate to recalibration.
In the regression model, significant variance in QOL
change associated with a given subset of appraisal measures would be taken as evidence for the corresponding
type of response shift. In this sense, these response shifts
may be considered "epiphenomena" that involve unexpected (e.g., unpredicted) or discrepant (e.g., residual)
changes in QOL that can be explained by specific kinds of
changes in the ways that individuals understand and
appraise QOL.

Appraisal and response shift in clinical
judgments and decision making
As noted above, measuring response shift involves
accounting for changes in ratings of QOL that are discrepant from some expected value. In the regression model,
the expected level of change in QOL is estimated statistically by adjusting observed QOL for catalysts and antecedents. Alternatively, investigators have also compared selfreported change in QOL to other external measures of
QOL change that are independent of patient self-report –
clinician judgment, performance tests, or family caregiver
ratings. Even the popular retrospective-pre-test approach
[22] described above asks the individual to re-rate past
QOL from an "independent" perspective. Discrepancies
between self-reported and external criteria for QOL have
also been used to identify response shifts. Figure 3
describes how measures of appraisal can be used in this
context.
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In this figure, as in the regression model, we have again
partitioned change in QOL outcome variables. However,
rather than using a residual score, the partition here may
be derived by taking a simple difference score between
observed and self-reported QOL (scaled using the same
metric). The important feature in this model is that selfreported change in QOL is directly compared with an
external measure of change. QOL discrepancy here reflects
the difference between two different measurement
perspectives.
Both external and self-reported measures of QOL are subject to the effects of catalysts, antecedents and coping constructs in the Sprangers and Schwartz [1] model. For the
sake of clarity, we omit these paths from Figure 3. Figure
3 demonstrates that it is possible to determine whether
discrepancies between external measures and selfreported QOL are explained by changes in the ways that
individuals appraise QOL. If individuals' ratings of
change in QOL closely map to the external measure, discrepancies would be small and there would be little variance left to explain. However, if a significant portion of
variance in discrepancies can in fact be attributed to
changes in appraisal, this effect would be evidence of
response shift.
It is important to emphasize that the model presented in
Figure 3 can be used to describe response shifts at the level
of a single case. For example, a clinical interview may
identify a patient who is very frustrated by a slow process
of rehabilitation. Her rating of self-reported functioning
may be very negative compared to an external performance measure. Over time, this patients overt performance
may change very gradually. However, this patient's subsequent ratings of QOL may improve as she adjusts her
expectations of progress and begins to take satisfaction
from small gains. This kind of change represents a
(recalibration) response shift. As this example demonstrates, response shift cannot be considered merely a statistical artifact.

Conclusions
An adequate description of QOL appraisal is fundamental
to our understanding of response shift phenomena. Findings from this proposed line of research should yield an
approach to QOL assessment that surpasses the relatively
superficial treatments of QOL currently available. Studies
using comprehensive methodology to assess appraisal
will help us to determine what should be included in
briefer, more portable appraisal assessments. We envision
studies of QOL outcomes designed according to the models presented in Figures 2 and 3, which use direct measures
of appraisal to account for inter-individual and temporal
differences in the meaning attributed to QOL scales.
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This paper proposes that QOL response shift may best be
understood as an epiphenomenon: individuals' ratings of
QOL can respond to changes in illness, treatment and
other life events in atypical (e.g., statistically different
from some expected value) ways or in ways that do not
gibe with external observation. Changes in QOL appraisal
may be able to account for these discrepancies. This definition of response shift provides a way to unify and harmonize many of the different methods that have been
used in the literature. Some studies have attempted to
infer changes in appraisal parameters from changes in
coping mechanisms. These are related but not identical
(e.g., determining that one has coped by getting a better
outlook does not, in and of itself, describe what that new
outlook is). Other studies have used the retrospective pretest to obtain a discrepancy score, but have not assessed
the psychological reasons underlying this discrepancy.
Still other studies have inferred changes in appraisal in a
sample based on changes in the factor structure of items.
Although such methods can be used to point to possible
QOL response shifts, actual measurement of response
shift per se requires direct assessment of changes in
appraisal to account for discrepant changes in QOL
ratings.
Elucidating QOL appraisal processes over time should
lead to a more interpretable link between patient-reported
indicators of QOL and external observers' (e.g., clinicians,
caregivers) perspectives. Although we have focused this
discussion around self-reported measures, this model of
appraisal can readily be extended to clinician judgments,
proxy ratings, and the like. The reason for discrepant
scores between concurrent ratings of QOL measures from
different perspectives ought to be explained by differences
in perspective. Indeed, it would be interesting to observe
whether discrepant scores between observers (e.g., patient
and care giver) fall into line if they are first asked to come
to consensus on what QOL appraisal criteria they will use.
Appraisal concepts and methods have bearing on the
emerging interest in the use of cognitive assessment of survey methods applied to QOL research [46,67]. Cognitive
methods attempt to determine the appraisal processes
associated with a given item, scale or instructional set.
Consistent with Sprangers and Schwartz' [1] original
response shift model and the appraisal model presented
here, cognitive techniques emphasize the assessment of
psychological processes of comprehension, retrieval,
judgment, and response. Cognitive methods have been
used in a variety of research areas to arrive at self-report
measures that have well-articulated, and widely shared
meanings and to facilitate comparisons across individuals
and over time. However, there is an important tension
between applications of cognitive methods to refine
standard QOL measures and the methods presented here.
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Refinement of QOL measures to narrow the range of
appraisals that they pull for may be quite valuable.
Indeed, measures presented herein could be used as
adjunct to cognitive interviews to determine how well this
goal is achieved. For example, do most people answering
a given QOL measure adopt the same frame of reference,
rely on similar standards of comparison, or prioritize
responses in the same (or at least, similar enough) ways?
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There is a danger, however, that writing measures to constrict or constrain differences in QOL appraisals for the
sake of comparability of ratings may obscure important
aspects of individual experience. Methods discussed here
and other cognitive methods provide a viable alternative
to one-size-fits-all approaches. By including direct measures of appraisal parameters as an adjunct to standard
QOL ratings, individual differences in cognitive processes
can be detected and controlled in outcomes research.
Indeed, in some studies, change in appraisal parameters
themselves may be the main phenomenon of interest. In
either case, both evidence and logic compel us to conclude that the study of change in QOL requires methodology to articulate the process of appraisal. By building on
the Sprangers and Schwartz [1] model and explicitly integrating a formulation of QOL appraisal in both statistical
and judgment models of QOL, we hope to pave the way
for research that links response shift phenomena to other
critical areas of research where self-evaluation comes into
play.
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